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Create your account

Open Wikipedia at any page in the language you want to contribute (English or Swedish).
Press Create account (Skapa konto).

Enter username and password

Captcha is
used during
your first
few edits.

When you edit Wikipedia as a representative of
Uppsala University, you should clearly state this in
your username by adding UU to your surname in
this format: Forename Surname (UU). E.g., Olle
Terenius (UU).
Before you save, check that your user name
contains (UU).
The e-mail address is to verify your account and is
not visible at Wikipedia.
By entering your e-mail address, your password can
be sent to you in case you forget it.

Make a user page
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Click on your name (in red) to get to your user page. Then click Create/Skapa (next time it will
say Edit/Redigera). Insert Template. Choose Profile UU as your template.
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This is what your user page should look like
when you are finished
Name with
affiliation

Banner with
your university

Name in blue
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Edit on Wikipedia

Note that Chrome and Firefox usually works
better than Internet Explorer when editing on
Wikipedia.

Find the article of interest and click Edit

write or paste your text just as in
Word (Visual editing).

(You may need to click the pencil
in order to enter Visual editing.)

Click Save page.
When you save, you are asked to add an edit summary; this can be a very short
description of what you did, e.g. added citation.
Minor edits are indeed very minor such as removing a comma.
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Enter citation

Note that Chrome and Firefox usually works
better than Internet Explorer when editing on
Wikipedia.

Put the cursor where you want to insert the citation
Cite an article or add a link to an external website by clicking

Enter the DOI of the article, the ISBN of the book or the
URL of the website.

Click Generate and then Insert.
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For questions on how to edit Wikipedia, check
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Tutorial
https://sv.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Introduktion

If you cannot find a solution to your question on how to
edit Wikipedia on the websites above, contact
wikipedia@uu.se

